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ON UNICITY OF COMPLEX POLYNOMIAL L, -APPROXIMATION
ALONG CURVES
A. KROÓ
Abstract. We study the unicity of best polynomial ¿¡-approximation of complex
continuous functions along curves y in the complex plane. A sufficient condition on
y is given which implies unicity. In particular our result includes the known cases of
circle and line segment.

Let y be a curve in the complex plane C given by

(1)

z(m) = p(<p)e'>

(M<ç>*),

where p(y) is a real positive function satisfying the Lipschitz condition, 0 < <p*< <n.
Curves of this type will be called admissible. Further, let Cx(y) be the space of
complex continuous functions on y endowed with the L,-norm:

||/||=/j/(z)|<fc;

P„ = | 2 ckzk,ck E cj

(»>1)

denotes the set of polynomials of degree at most n. We say that pn E Pn is a best

approximation off E Cx(y) if II/ - p„ II = inf{|| f - qn\\: qn E Pn). If each/ G Cx(y)
possesses a unique best approximation out of Pn then Pn is called unicity subspace of
Cx(y). In the present note we shall study the following problem: which properties of
y guarantee that P„ is a unicity subspace of Cx(y)1 (Remark that the above property
of y is independent of any linear transformation z' = az + b.)
It is known that unicity holds in two classical situations: y is an arc of circle
(Havinson [1]) or a line segment (Kripke-Rivlin [2]). In this note we shall establish a
class of curves which guarantee uniqueness. This class will contain among others the
circle and the line segment.
For a curve y given by (1) we set p0(y) = min,.,
i9i<»«p(<p)>o,

M(y) — sup

p(<Pi) - P(<Pl)

M*(y) = sup

V

<P2

m*,<p,

^(p2

: |<Pi | , \<P2\< <P*>tPi^92

Here M(y) is the usual Lipschitz constant of p, M*(y) is the "periodic" Lipschitz
constant of p. Evidently, M(y) < M*(y).
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Our principal result is the following
Theorem.

Let y be an admissible curve satisfying relation

(2)

M*(y)<^fjp0(y).

Then Pn is a unicity subspace of Cx(y).

For an arc of circle with center at origin M*(y) = 0, i.e. the result of Havinson
immediately follows. Moreover, transposing a line segment to "infinity" we can
achieve that M*(y) is as small as we like. Thus the result of Kripke-Rivlin is also
included in our theorem. At first we shall prove the theorem and then give some
corollaries and examples.
We start with a lemma giving a characterization of unicity subspaces of Cx(y). It
is a special case of a more general statement verified in [3, Theorem 2.9, p. 235]. As
usual, for a E C sign a = a/] a | if a ¥* 0 and sign a — 0 if a = 0.
Lemma. The following statements are equivalent:
(i) Pn is a unicity subspace of Cx(y);
(ii) there do not exist pn E Pn\ {0} and p* E Cx(y) such that p*(z)

= ±pn(z)

for

each z E y and

(3)

[q„signp*ds

= 0

for any q„ E P„.
Proof of the Theorem. Assume that (2) holds but P„ is not a unicity subspace of
Cx(y). Then by the lemma there exist pnE Pn\ {0} and p* E Cx(y) such that
p*(z) — ±p„(z) for any z G y and (3) holds for arbitrary qn E Pn. Evidently,
(4)

p*(z)

= a(z)p„(z),

where a(z) = 1 or -1 and a(z) is continuous at each point of y where pn does not
vanish. Then setting a*(<p) = a(p(q>)e"p), we can choose points {<p-}*=1,-<p* = <p0<
m, < (p2 < • • • <<pk<

<pk+1 = <p*such that

(5)

«.(9)'=„(.-iy->

while <pG (9>-_,,(pj) (t&f <¡k + 1, rj = ±1). Evidently pn(zf) —0, where zy =
p(<Pj)e"pJ, 1 <f < k. Hence k < n. (If k = 0, then p* is a polynomial, which
contradicts (3).) We shall consider separately the cases of even and odd k.

Case A.k = 2p,pEN.Set8

= 1-2kj=xq>j,
eiSzpD
ttj=\(Z

Zj)

Sincepn vanishes at Zj(\ < j ^ k), q* G P„. Using (4) we obtain

(6)

q!signp*

= (-l)pr1

eaz'a(z)\pm\

ni=,(z-zy.)
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Setting z = p((p)e"p we have

(7)
k

?e"A(;)

k

u (*-f,)=np'(?K(<P)

u {p(V)e^-^/2 - p(q>j)e'^-^/2)
>=i

= Vp?(<p)a*(<p) I] {(p(<p) - p(<Pj))cos ^y-^

+ i(p(ç>) + p(<p/))sin ^y^}

= r,a*(,,)F(<p)u («,(?>)+')•
where

(8)

F(«p)= p^(m) n(p(?) + p(<P,))n sin9 2
/=i

'

7-1

_ (p(y) - p(«p/))cos[(«p/ - y)/2]

(9)

*,(*) =

(p(<p) + p(<Pj)) sin[((py - <p)/2]

From (5) and (8) one can easily derive that va*(q>)F(<p) —\ F(<p) \ for each | tp | < <p*.
Hence (6) and (7) and yield that

q* sign p* = (-l)p

(10)

\Pn\\F\9)\

n (a/») + i)
wUb-*f)t j

=(-iw?)y=i
n(«»+o.
where C(<p) > 0 a.e. on (-<p*, q>*).Moreover by (9) and (2) for each 1 <_/ < k and

(11)

p(q>) - p(<pj)

|a,.(m)|<
Po(y)

2sin[(<p/-ep)/2]

M*(y)

ln2

Po(y)

»+ ]

Furthermore,

(12) Ô (*»+ 0 = H)'+ 2
y'=l

j=l

2
!</(<•••

^(v)-...-.«^)/'
<j¡<k

= (-\y + K(<p).
Thus it follows from (11) that for any <p=/=«p,-,1 <f < k,

i^)i<ÍÍ'í')(^)*-(>tM)'«('.♦#r)"

1 <eln2-

! -. L
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Therefore using (10) and (12) we obtain
k

Re^signp*

= C(<p)Re(-l)p Ü (*,(*) + ')
7=1

= C(<p)(l + Re(-l)/'/((<p))>0
a.e. on (-<p*, <p*).But we have shown that (3) holds for each qn E P„, i.e. we arrived
at a contradiction.
Case B. k — 2p + 1, p E Z+ . Since this case is rather similar to the Case A we

shall only outline the proof.
Set

q„= v(-î)

pe's'zP(z-z*)p„

n,W*-*,) '

where z* = p(<p*)ei<p',6" = \ 2*=1<ï>,- <p*/2. Obviously, qn E P„. Analogously to
the Case A we can show that

qnsignp*= (-\)p+XCx(<p)
*ff (a,(«p)+ f),
where C,(q>) = C(m)(p(<p) + p(q>*))] sin[(<p- <p*)/2] | , C(«p) and a/f ), 1 <j ^ k,
axe as in the Case A and
= (p(<p) - p(y*))cos[(y
a/c + 1^;

(p(m)

- y*)/2]

+ p(m*))sin[(<p-m*)/2]-

Then similarly to the Case A we can show that Re qn sign p* > 0 a.e. on (-<p*, <p*),
contradicting (3). The proof of the theorem is completed.
Let us give some corollaries in terms of usual Lipschitz constant.
Recall that the curve y is called closed if <p*= tt and p(-n) = p(ir). It can be
easily shown that for a closed curve M*(y) < (ir/2)M(y). This immediately leads to

the following
Corollary

1. Let y be an arc of a closed admissible curve y' satisfying relation

Then Pn is a unicity subspace of C|(y).

Moreover, if <p*< -n we have an obvious estimation M*(y) < <p*A/(y)/sinm*
implying
Corollary

/,,\

(13)

2. Let y be an admissible curve such that <p*< m and

,,,

,

sino)*

^^^TTT^-

ln2

, ,

Then Pn is a unicity subspace of Cx(y).

Evidently, Corollary 1 includes the case of circle, while Corollary 2 includes the
case of line segment, since a line segment transposed "far enough" satisfies (13).
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More generally we can get the following

Corollary

3. Let the curve y be given by

z(y)=f(y)

+ iy

(y E[-h,h],h>o),

where fis a real Lipschitzian function satisfying relation

(14)

M(/)<^.

Then Pn is a unicity subspace of Cx(y).

Proof. For a given c > 0 we consider the curve yc given by

z(y) = c + f(y) + iy

(\y\<h),

i.e. z(<p) = pc(<p)<?"',<pG (<p'(c), <p"(c)). Evidently,
<P*= <p*(c) = max{| <p'(c) | , | <p"(c) |} -» 0

(c - oo).

Let us prove that pc(<p) is a single-valued function for c large enough. If pje"e E yc,

i — 1,2, then
(p, - p2)cos<p=/(p,sin<p)

-/(p2sin<p).

Therefore

|p, -p2|cos<p* < Af(/)|p,

- p2 11sin<p*| .

Since <p*-» 0 (c -» co), p, = p2. Thus for c large enough yc is admissible. Let us
estimate M(yc). Set Pj = pc(<pj),<pjE (<p', <p")(j = 1,2). Then
(15)

p,cos<p,

- p2cos<p2 =/(p,sin(p1)-/(p2sin<p2).

Estimating the left and right parts of this equality we obtain

| p,cos(P| —p2cos<p2Is*I p, —p2 |cos<p* —p, I m, —<p211sin<p*I ,
|/(Pi sin«jp,)-/(p2sin<p2)|<M(/)p1|<jp,

- <p21+Af(/)|p,

—p2 11sin<p*| .

Hence and by (15)

IPi —PaI (cosf* - M(/) I sin<p*|) < P, |«Pi- 9i\ (M(f) + I sincp*|)
< (Po(Yc) + 2M(Yc)<p*)(M(/)

+ | sin9* |) | <p, - <p2| .

By simple calculations we arrive at

limsup^4<A/(/).
c-oo

Po(Yc)

Finally, using (14) we obtain that for c large enough yc satisfies the conditions of
Corollary 2. Thus P„ is a unicity subspace of Cx(yc), i.e. a unicity subspace of Cx(y),
too.
Now we can obtain the case of line segment simply setting in Corollary 3

f(y) = const.
Let us give some examples of curves y different from the circle and the line
segment, for which P„ is a unicity subspace of Cx(y). The proofs follow by easy
calculations from Corollaries 1-3.
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1. y is an ellipse given by z(<p) = ya2cos2<p + sin2 cpe"f (|<p|<w),

where 1 < a < ^1 + 2 In 2/ (n + 1).
Example 2. y is a polygon inscribed into the unit circle with sides of length less
than n/2(n + 1).
Example 3. y is given by z(x) = x + if(x) (\ x |< 1), where/is a piecewise linear
real continuous function such that the slope of each of its linear parts is less than
In 2/(n + 1) (in absolute value).
Finally, we would like to mention some open problems. The first question is
connected with sharpness of estimation (2). An example of curve for which uniqueness fails was given in [2], but that curve even is not admissible in our sense. The
second problem can be posed as follows: Are there any other curves beside circle
and line segment which imply unicity of polynomial Lx-approximation for each nl
Actually, our theorem extends the class of curves which guarantee uniqueness only
for arbitrary given n.
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